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Grass and small Seed Valid 30/06/2022 
Grass Seed and Other Small Seed Cleaning, Processing and Packing. 

TERMS 2022 

Terms 
Company: - T Denne and Sons (Holdings) Limited. 
Customer: - Any persons or entity who instructs the Company or by way of contract is required to allow the 
Company to clean, process or pack any seeds. 
Operator: - The person(s) responsible for operating the machinery and employed by or contracted to the 
Company. 
Final Purity: - The level of purity required to meet certification or industry standards as required by the end 
user and accounting for the quality of seed on intake. 
 

GENERAL 
All cleaning, processing and packing or any other task undertaken by the Company will be subject to these 
terms and conditions unless agreed in writing by T Denne and Son (Holdings) Ltd. 
 

PRICES 
A. Prices quotes are as follows: – 

a. Per tonne or part thereof.  
b. Per pallet 
c. Per sample for lab purposes 
d. Per bag for bags used. 
e. On intake and final purity level. 

B. If it is not possible to clean the seed to a suitable quality in one pass, then each subsequent pass 
through the machine will be charged as though it were a separate lot, provided that the Company 
receives confirmation from the customer that a second clean is required. 

C. Where prices are not agreed in writing it is assumed that the price will be as per the latest BASP 
Cleaning Charges Scale. 
 

SAMPLING 
A. It is the Customers responsibility to ensure in store sampling is carried out in a suitable manor to 

ensure it represents the bulk of grain or seed to be cleaned. 
B. It is the Customers responsibility to ensure the pre-cleaned seed is stored in a way that preserves 

quality from initial sampling through to movement to the Companies processing site.   
C. The Company will sample every load on intake and undertake an unofficial review to highlight any 

anomalies or potential problems not identified from the instore sample. Any anomalies or potential 
issues will be reported to the Customer. 
 

CLEANING OPERATION 
A. It is the responsibility of the customer to ensure seed is available to be hauled to the processing 

site when the Company requests it.  
B. Any waste produced by the cleaning operation, normally in the form of chaff and waste seed 

belongs to the Company unless a request for its return has been made by the Customer. The 
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Customer will be responsible for the cost of its return to the Customers site and a handling fee as 
may be applicable. 

C. If the Company inspects the uncleaned seed either in store or on intake and believes it unsuitable 
for the operation, then the Company may opt to decline the cleaning process. 

D. The Company strongly advises that the Customer visits the processing site to inspect the cleaning, 
processing and packing procedure whilst the Customers seed is being cleaned; 

a. It is the Customers responsibility to query with the Company whilst inspecting the 
procedure if it is felt the Company is not cleaning hard enough or cleaning too hard causing 
too much waste. 

b. If the parties fail to agree that the cleaning, processing and packing being undertaken by 
the Company is of an agreeable standard, then the Customer as their own cost will be 
responsible for haulage of the seed off the Companies premises.  

 

LIABILITY 
A. The Company will at its discretion set the machine to clean as hard as is reasonably required to 

produce a Final Purity in line with the end users’ expectations and accepts no liability for the level 
of screenings produced as a result.  

B. All seed cleaning, processing, and packing is carried out at the customer’s risk. The Company 
accepts no liability for loss of germination whilst it is in the Companies care save as for the loss 
caused as a direct result of negligence by the company. 
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